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Biblio deserves to be congratulated
for the exclusive section devoted to
North East India (Vol. XIII Nos.5&6),
particularly for being able to locate a
few books written in the vernacular
which otherwise go unnoticed by the
larger English-reading public in India
and elsewhere. I speak here of the slim
volume titled Nellie 1983: A
Postmortem by Diganta Sharma, the
Bangla translation of which I have read.
Within the scope and space offered,
Rajarshi Kalita’s review of the book
mentioned above (along with two
others) is satisfactory. I only wish she

could have gone a little further in
elaborating on the cause(s) and
context(s) of the Assam Movement or
clearing the still prevalent confusion
regarding the identity of the tribe(s)
(Tiwas or the Lalungs, though Sharma’s
book identifies the former) that
committed the violence against alleged
‘illegal’, ‘Bangladeshi’ Muslims in Nellie
in 1983. Also I am afraid Kalita, unlike
Sharma, the author of the book, does
not mention, except once (para II, p.31)
the role of the All Assam Students’
Union (AASU) in planning and
executing the massacre. In fact, she
says that the Nellie massacre took place
in the “… aftermath (emphasis mine)
of the All Assam Students’ Union’s
agitation against illegal migrants from
Bangladesh”. Kalita, like Sharma,
absolves the ‘Tiwas’, but unlike the
latter, holds the Hindu communal
forces almost singularly responsible for
the massacre. While it is true that
Hindu right-wing organisations had a
role to play, yet it is now fairly well
established that it was the AASU that
masterminded the gruesome killings of
innocent Muslims in Nellie in 1983. As
a student who has worked on the Assam
Movement, Kalita would do well if she
was able to, albeit briefly, historically
and politically contextualise the
AASU’s agenda and its link with the
Nellie massacre, and in that way not
only extend Sharma’s work beyond the

well-defined parameters of factual and
investigative journalism and but also
contribute towards the long pending
responsibility of delivering justice to the
dead as well as the survivors of Nellie.

The essay by Mayur Chetia (p.38)
on Sujit Choudhury’s book, The Bodos:
Emergence and Assertion of an Ethnic
Minority makes interesting reading.
Chetia rightly says that the Bodo
movement has not received the
scholarly attention it deserves and in
that light, Choudhury’s book should
have been able to fill that gap. The book,
however, fails to do so, concludes
Chetia. His review of the text appears
to be fairly detailed and comprehensive,
though he says all of it is “familiar
historical narrative” and what
Choudhury has done is only to “… add
some more details to the already known
facts and events”. One wonders what
and whose familiarity is he talking
about and to what body of work (given
the “long-standing vacuum”) the
details about the Bodos are being added.
Chetia, or for that matter anyone, may
have academic justifications to disagree
with Choudhury’s objectives and
arguments, but I am not sure how a
work on a community which in his own
words has hardly received any
academic attention in Assam and
outside it can be seen as a mere addition,
and that too, to what. Chetia also
makes, I must say, extremely sweeping

comments about the methodology and
conceptual categories employed by
Choudhury. So, without sufficient
theoretical engagement with Marxist
methodology, he dismisses the work as
one of “… the relics of a very outdated
methodology…” or without citing
evidence says that, “… Marxists
themselves, who are generally blamed
for such analytical rigidities, have long
abandoned such explanatory
frameworks”. In fact, Chetia’s essay
reflects his own ambiguous under-
standing of both the Marxist
methodology as well as Choudhury’s
use of it. The same also goes for the
way he seeks  answers (and happens
provide the answers himself) about the
concept of ‘class’, its Marxian and
Weberian connotations and its terms
of reference in the book. As said earlier,
Chetia has every right to ask questions
and disagree and reject “abandoned”
frameworks and suggest new ones that
deal with “ethnic imaginations” (ethnic
demands are imagined or real) and
“politics of disorder”, but that it should
be done with a little more care and
caution and responsibility is all that this
reader appeals.
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